
Lovia invites you on a journey to a magical forest. The interactive artwork METSÄ/WOODS has 
been created by artists Landys Roimola and Juuso Patrikainen as a part of Helsinki Design Week.

Lovia, a Helsinki-based fashion- and accessories brand, has brought the woods into the middle of Helsinki 
Design Week. The exhibition METSÄ/WOODS takes you on a journey through a magical forest created by 
visual artist Landys Roimola and media artist Juuso Patrikainen. As a part of this interactive experience the 
exhibition introduces the new AW17 Mänty (Pine) collection of Lovia.
 
The exhibition is organized on Thursday 14 September at Gallery Forum Box. Artists Roimola and 
Patrikainen have created a wooden installation, which is transformed into a magical forest setting utilizing 
AR technology. At the same time, the exhibition launches Lovia’s AW17 Mänty (Pine) collection for men and 
women and connects the products to their original source of inspiration.

The gallery space invites visitors not only to enjoy the fashion but also to experience an interactive forest 
adventure using their own mobile device. After the invitation-only pre-launch event (invitation-only) the 
evening launch event is open for everyone.
 
- It is important for me that both the very roots of the brand and the forest as a source of innovation are at the 
centre of the new collection launch. We wish to maintain the link to nature and bring transparency into both 
the prevailing consuming culture and the origin of products, says designer and founder Outi Korpilaakso.

LOVIA – transparency into the world of fashion

Lovia is a Helsinki-based brand that makes quality leather bags and jewellery out of leftover materials from 
the Nordic countries. The collection’s unique materials include salmon skin from the cold waters of Iceland, 
elk skin from Finnish forests, and excess leather used in design furniture manufacturing in Finland.
 
In addition to this, Lovia has created a concept with which the origin of each product can be tracked all the 
way to its basic materials. Each Lovia bag has its own serial code by which its birth story, the past lives of the 
materials and makers’ daily tasks can be viewed at loviacollection.com/dna.

Lovia products are currently available at Stockmann, TRE and Awake Concept Store in 
Helsinki.

Mänty AW17 collection press photos: Dropbox (click here) 
(Pictures Eeva Suutari)
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Fashion brand Lovia introduces AW17 collection as part of  an interactive 
art installation

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/7euix7dshaf9m7u/AADDRpWQpBz5AFG0movjernVa?dl=0

